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Abstract. We present a high accuracy Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) deformable mirror (DM)
control algorithm currently implemented in the real-time control interface of the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme
Adaptive Optics project (SCExAO). MEMS DMs are an attractive DM technology for Extreme-AO (ExAO)
because they o!er unprecedented actuator density and actuator counts. ExAO applications require a DM model
capable of reproducing a phase map with a precision of few nm rms. The algorithm relies (i) on a physical model
of the actuators and the membrane and (ii) on the optimization of DM coe"cients and geometrical coe"cients,
and could be adopted as an open-loop control solution for future MOAO or ExAO ELTs instruments. During the
initial tests performed at the UVic AO Lab, the performance of the model reached an open-loop error equal to
7.3% of the rms of the desired phase (1.6% of the peak-to-valley (PV) of the desired phase) with Kolmogorov
type wavefronts.

1 Model description and organization

The model[1] provides an accurate estimate of the MEMS DM[2] shape without employing compu-
tationally intensive techniques such as those derived from thin plate theory,and used in most of the
previous modelling developments related to MEMS DMs[3–8].

The model is based on an iterative algorithm (Block [B], Fig. 1) which utilizes an input voltage
map and a set of initial conditions (Block [A]) to converges toward an output phase map (Block [C]).
The iterative algorithm rely on three force equations that represents the active forces (illustrated in
Fig. 2) during operation of the DM:

– The electrostatic force, Felec, between the top actuator plate and the fixed actuator base.
– The mechanical coupling force, Fmec, between neighbouring actuators.
– The restoring force, Frestoring, of the actuator top plate.

The cumulative response of theses forces to the application of an input set of voltages results in the
actuators’ final vertical displacement, dp. The sum of all forces must equal zero for the system to reach
an equilibrium state. Because the simultaneity of the force action cannot be reproducedwith numerical
simulation, the model utilize an iterative process. The displacement of a specific actuator is adjusted
in an iterative fashion until all forces applied to the actuator converge to the state of equilibrium. The
equations involved in the iterative process described above are presented below:

Felec + Fmec + Frestoring = 0 (1)

Felec = ke
V2

g2
(2)

Frestoring = !krdp (3)

Fmec = !
!

i=1:4
km!dpperp(i) !

!

i=1:4
kmkd!dpdiag(i) (4)
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Fig. 1.Overview of the model organisation with the preliminary calibration procedure and the detail of the iterative
algorithm.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the forces acting on two neighbouring actuators. The DM membrane (in yellow) is attached
to the top actuator plate through rigid posts. The electrostatic force Felec and the restoring force Frestoring are always
acting in opposition. The mechanical coupling force Fmec , depends on the relative position of the actuators to each
other. In this schematic, the left actuator is lower than the right actuator. The mechanical coupling through the
membrane results on the left actuator being pulled up (by the right actuator) and the right actuator is being pulled
down (by the left actuator).

In the above equations, V represents the voltage applied to a given actuator, k e, km, kr and kd are
the model coe"cients (described in Sec. 2), g is the gap (distance) between the actuator top plate and
base plate, dp is the actuator displacement and !dp perp and !dpdiag represent the di!erence in vertical
displacement between a given actuator and its 8 direct perpendicular and diagonal neighbours.
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The combinaison of the above equation gives the expression of the actuator displacement as,

dp =
Felec + Fmec

kr
(5)

2 Preliminary calibration of the model coefficients

To match the model to a given DM and a given experimental setup, two sets of coe"cients (presented
in Tab. 1) must be optimized during a preliminary calibration procedure:

– The DM coe!cients adjust the model to the physical characteristics of a given DM: coe"cient
ke for the electrostatic force, kr for the recoil force, km for the mechanical coupling force, and
kd (which takes into account the di!erence in lateral distance between a given actuator and its 8
diagonal/perpendicular neighbors).

– The geometrical coe!cients allow to match the model geometrical parameters to the geometry of
a given optical setup: shift in x and y, rotation, projection angle of the beam onto the DM, pixel
scale, actuator size, and influence function width.

To optimize the DM coe"cients and geometrical coe"cients, a set of voltage maps are applied
to the DM and the resulting membrane shape is measured (and named the measured phase maps).
With the UVic laboratory experimental setup, the measurement of the phase is achieved using a Zygo
interferometer set directly in front of the DM. The same set of voltage map is used as input data to the
DM model which outputs a corresponding set of modelled phase maps. A Markov Chain Monte Carlo
algorithm is then utilized to browse the coe"cients space and converge toward the coe"cients values
which provide the best fit rms between the measured and modelled phase maps. The optimization of
the model coe"cients is critical to obtain accurate results.

The model utilizes the DM coe"cients to output a displacement map (of 32x32 actuators) which
needs to be converted into a phase map (for example of 256x256 pixels). This final transformation
(Block [C]) uses an interpolation process in which the actuator influence function are assumed to be
Gaussian functions. The geometrical coe"cients are taken into account during this transformation to
match the model to the optical geometry of the setup.

Table 1. Descriptive table of the DM coe"cients and the geometrical coe"cients.

DM coe"cients Description Location
ke Coe!. for Felec Block [B]: Eq. (2)
kr Coe!. for Frestoring Block [B]: Eq. (3)
km Coe!. for Fmec Block [B]: Eq. (4)
kd Coe!. for Fmec Block [B]: Eq. (4)

Geometrical coe"cients Description Location
Xshift Shift along the X axis Block [C]
Yshift Shift along the Y axis Block [C]
angle DM rotation with respect to the beam Block [C]

projAngle Projection angle of the beam onto the DM Block [C]
actusize DM actuator size Block [C]
pixscale Pixel scale Block [C]
size Phase map size on the detector Block [C]

IFwidth FWHM for the actuator influence function Block [C]
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Table 2. Performance comparison between Guzmán, Morzinski, Blain modeling approaches and the standard
quadratic model (SQM). The numbers shown for this model and the SQM are the mean values obtained over a set
of ten phase screens.

Authors Phase type Desired phase Desired phase Error rms Rrms/PV Rrms/rms
PV (nm) rms (nm) (nm) (%) (%)

Morzinski Kolmogorov 480 — 16 3.3 —
Blain (2010) Kolmogorov 550 97 10.8 1.9 11.1

Guzmán (MARS) Random 1320.8 320.0 40.6 3.1 12.7
This model Kolmogorov 1448.3 489.5 16.8 2.3 11.5
SQM Kolmogorov 1448.3 489.5 47.5 6.6 32.2
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Fig. 3. Left column: measured phase (in m); Middle column: modelled phase (in m); Right column: di!erence
between measured and modelled phase (in m), for two sample phase screens.

3 First laboratory demonstration at the UVic AO Lab

The model’s performance were first assessed with a 1K Boston Micromachines MEMS DM over an
active array of 18 by 18 actuators (to avoid a defective actuator at location [6,22]) which corresponded
to 100x100 pixels phase maps. A simple experimental setup was implemented: the DM was set di-
rectly in from of a Zygo interferometer. The goal of this experiment was to evaluate the phase residual
when the model is confronted to phase aberrations similar to the one encountered with atmospheric
turbulence. An o!set of 90 V was applied to all voltage maps to set the DM in the mid-range dis-
placement. The model coe"cients were first estimated following the calibration procedure described
in Sec. 2. The sample of phase screens used had PV values varying from 1311 nm to 1716 nm and rms
values varying from 474 nm rms to 526 nm rms.

The residual error rms varied from 13 nm rms to 20 nm rms resulting in model performances
which oscillated between 1.6% and 3.2% (for the “rms error/PV” FOM) and between 7.3% and 14.6%
(for the “rms/rms” FOM). Two exemples of the Kolmogorov phase screens used for the experiment
are presented in Fig. 3. The model performance are presented in Tab. 2 in comparison to previously
proposed models.
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4 Next: On-sky testing with SCExAO
SCExAO (Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme AO)[12] is a high performance instrument which stand on
the IR Nasmyth platform of the Subaru Telescope between the AO facility instrument (AO188) and
HiCIAO. To improve the AO correction provided by AO188 ( 200 nm of residual wavefront error) and
perform additional coronagraphic suppression of starlight using a Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodiza-
tion (PIAA) coronagraph[9–11], SCExAO utilizes a 1KMEMS BMC DM and performs coherent light
modulation in the focal plane. In this scheme, the DM is used to introduce known aberrations (speck-
les in the focal plane) which interfere with existing speckles. By monitoring the interference between
the pre-existing speckles and the speckles added on purpose by the DM, it is possible to reconstruct
the complex amplitude (amplitude and phase) of the focal plane speckles. In addition to be used as
a corrective device, the DM is also used for wavefront sensing. It is thus critical to have an accurate
model of the DM otherwise, the wavefront estimation is poor.

Themodel is under implementation in the control system of SCExAO. A first laboratory calibration
of the coe"cients was performed using voltages map similar to the one presented in Sec. 4. The model
is now ready to be tested on-sky during an upcoming engineering run at the Subaru Telescope.

5 Conclusion
A model allowing accurate open-loop control of MEMS DMs has been presented. The model’s struc-
ture permits real-time utilization in an ExAO system. It relies on an iterative process which input a set
of voltages and after few iterations, outputs the phase map produced by the DM.
The model is flexible and allows changes to the parameters without requiring new algorithms devel-
opment. It allows to determine quickly which parameters matter through trial and error. It is suitable
for open-loop AO systems where DM calibration is essential.
The first laboratory demonstration, conducted at the UVic AO Lab showed a promising performance
with 2.3% residual rms error (for the “rms error/PV” FOM) and 11.5% residual rms error (for the
“rms/rms” FOM ) (mean values obtained over a set of ten phase screens with a mean PV of 1448 nm).
This performance corresponds to an improvement of a factor three compared to the standard quadratic
model (common relation between the voltage sent and the actuator vertical displacement). The model
is currently integrated to the SCExAO control architecture, with the purpose of being tested on-sky at
the Subaru Telescope during 2012.
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